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Abstract. After setting a mixed formulation for the propagation of linearized water
waves problem, we define its spectral element approximation. Then, in order to take
into account unbounded domains, we construct absorbing perfectly matched layer for
the problem. We approximate these perfectly matched layer by mixed spectral elements and show their stability using the ”frozen coefficient” technique. Finally, numerical results will prove the efficiency of the perfectly matched layer compared to
classical absorbing boundary conditions.
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1 Introduction
In this article we focus on the water wave equations presented in [1] which model gravity wave generation and propagation in water, in its complete form, it read as solving
a homogeneous Laplacian problem in water coupled with a non linear boundary condition on the surface, depending on time. A simpler model is obtained by linearizing the
surface condition in order to only describe the propagation of the gravity wave, which
is sufficient for waves of small amplitudes compared to the deepness of the bottom and
the wavelength. The purpose of this paper is to develop original absorbing perfectly
matched layers (PML) to take into account the propagation of linearized water waves
(LWW) problem in unbounded domains and to present their finite element discretization. PML was introduced by Bérenger [2] for hyperbolic problems. In this paper we
extend these ideas to a strongly elliptic problem. We will present the approximation of
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the PML for the LWW equations by high order mixed spectral elements with LegendreGauss-Lobatto points. This approach was successfully applied to the acoustics and linear
elastodynamic equations [3, 4]. For classical transient equations, this approximation is
fundamental, as it provides mass-lumping which substantially reduces the cost of the
method. In our case, the mixed form of the spectral element method enables a simple
writing of the PML system, without adding extra variables (as in [2] and [5]), and leads
to a low storage and factorization of the propagation operator (the stiffness matrix). This
second property provides an efficient algorithm for wave equations in the frequency domain [6]. This factorization can be even more efficient for a Laplacian problem, which
justifies our approximation for the LWW problem. The stability of our PML is also studied. Whereas stability issues are often a difficult question (especially for elastodynamic
waves), in this article we manage to prove the stability of the PML at a continuous level.
We also present 2D numerical results that show that previously designed high order absorbing condition (see [7]) is long time unstable, whereas the PML are long time stable at
a discrete level.
Our paper is divided into four parts: in the second section, we introduce the mixed
form of the problem and its variational formulation. In the third section, we construct its
approximation by spectral elements whose principle is recalled. Thereafter, we present
the discrete formulation by pointing out the sparse and low storage character of the
matrices involved. In the fourth section, after discussing the stability of the absorbing
boundary conditions (ABC) of first order for taking into account unbounded domains [7],
we construct perfectly matched layers using the reformulation introduced by Chew and
Weedon [5]. We then show how to apply the mixed spectral element method to these
PML. Lastly we show the stability of the continuous PML by using a frozen coefficient
technique as in [8]. The fifth section is devoted to numerical experiments which prove
the stability and the efficiency in terms of reflections of the PML compared to the first
order ABC.

2 The continuous problem
2.1 Classical formulation
Let Ω be an open domain of R d (d = 2,3) and ΓS , Γ B and Γh three subsets providing a
partition of ∂Ω.
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